
Crypto trading technologies 

that are unavailable on the 

crypto market!
CryptoCopy is more than just a signaling service  
or a copy trading platform. It is a completely  
new solution!

Reliability, Diversification, Quality! 
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Products
01_


Copying

02_


TERMINAL
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Copying_
CryptoCopy allows for quick and efficient 
copying of trades between exchanges.

Possibilities include intra-exchange copying 

between Futures, Spot and Copy Trading sections 

within one exchange, or cross-exchange copying 

between multiple exchanges
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Copying


examples
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Copying between different 

sections of the same exchange_

Futures Spot

Spot Futures
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Copying between 

the copy trading sections 

and your accounts_

Copy Futures

Spot Copy
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Copying between accounts 

of the same section within 

the same exchange_

Spot Spot

Spot Spot
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Cross-exchange copying 

between exchanges within 

the same section_

Futures Futures

Futures Futures
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Cross-exchange copying 

between copy trading sections 

of multiple exchanges _

Copy Copy

Copy Copy
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Trading via MT4 

on the exchanges_



Over 800 route options


_
to copy your trades 

on over 20 exchanges.
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MetaTrader - The #1 multi-market trading platform

bitcoin / usd
37 813 37 817

Terminal_
Trade on all leading cryptocurrency 
exchanges via MetaTrader 4 with Bridges 

from CryptoCopy.

MetaTrader 4 is the preferred choice 


of millions of traders with varying needs 


for trading on the market.
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THE PROBLEMS,

That CryptoCopy


Solves
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01 It is not possible to copy trades 

between various sections within 

the same exchange. 

02 Copying trades to multiple exchanges and accounts 

is currently unavailable, despite being in high demand 

by both professional and casual traders.

Купить

1892.91

0.01

ETH / usdt 20X
Limit Orders

BUY

Купить

1892.91

0.01

ETH / usdt 20X
Limit Orders

BUY

CryptoCopy provides a solution to this problem.

_

 


With CryptoCopy, you can easily copy your personal trades, 


trades of algorithms or services to an unlimited number 


of exchanges and accounts, as well as any trading section
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03 The Exchange's web terminal falls short of providing professional-grade trading 
and market analysis, causing issues for users and failing to meet their needs.

CryptoCopy's solution to integrate MetaTrader 4 


for all popular exchanges solves this problem.
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04 Centralized exchanges do their best to protect their users, but no one 

is immune to risks such as hacking and other factors. Decentralized exchanges 
(DEX) are also not a one-size-fits-all solution and have their own drawbacks.

The philosophy of CryptoCopy is maximum diversification 

through the world's best exchanges!
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Hack

10.2022 - Binance

Lost assets:  
$570 million

Hack

08.2021 - PolyNetwork

Lost assets:  
$610 million

Hack

09.2020 - KuCoin

Lost assets:  
$280 million

Hack

11.2019 — Upbit

Lost assets:  
$51 million

Hack

07.2019 — Bitpoint

Lost assets:  
$30 million



CryptoCopy

_

 

opens up 

possibilities
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One strategy for 

multiple exchanges

Run your trading strategy 

on all exchanges 
simultaneously, whether 

you are trading manually 

or algorithmically. 

Diversification

of capital

Diversify your capital 

across numerous of exchanges 
reducing non-trading risk! 
Trade simultaneously 

on numerous exchanges. 

Multiple exchanges 

at the same time

Trading on different 
exchanges simultaneously 
allows traders to increase 
the available liquidity 

for their trading systems.
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Copy trading 

platforms

Running your trading 

strategies through CryptoCopy 

on all copy-trading platforms 

at the same time will help 

you maximize your investment 

in your strategies!

Numerous ready-made 

algorithms

With MetaTrader 4 you can 

either run a wide variety 


of algorithms or create your 

own MQL algorithms

Trading and analysis 

on a new level

Working through MetaTrader 4 

will help you analyze the 

market on a new level!
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CryptoCopy


_
industry 

benefits
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CryptoCopy 

_

allows 

decentralization 

of capital

For traders and investors on CEX exchanges 

which is what  no other service in the world provides!
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There are many risks associated with CEX crypto exchanges, 
CryptoCopy is designed to reduce these risks

Mass integration of MetaTrader 4 trading terminal will 

not only enhance analytical capabilities and trading quality, 
but will also attract millions of new traders from 
traditional markets to crypto exchanges!

CryptoCopy provides professional tools for developing 

and scaling trading systems, improving trading quality 

and profitability.
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CryptoCopy 

_is Scalability

CryptoCopy's architecture is built in such a way that we can serve 
millions of customers and accounts, increasing the required resources 
and capacity of our platform without sacrificing quality.
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Possibilities 


_
of the Copy 

token

· Increasing the number of copy route options

· More technical solutions for trading

· Simultaneous trading on 10+ exchanges

· COPY token mining system

· Rebate system for all CryptoCopy users

· Rating system of professional trading managers

· Exclusive offers from partners
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Why _ CryptoCopy

Speed
High speed of trade copying. 
Average synchronization speed 
= 300 ms

Security
From unsynchronization 

of orders, which can occur 

in case of communication 
breakdown with the server

Simplicity
With the ability to flexibly 
customize copying between 

any section of the available 
exchanges.

Monitoring
To ensure your trades 

are copied exactly 

as you planned!

Dashboard
To monitor and control 

the system with the option 
close all positions

Notifications
Via email and sms in case 

of errors or order 
unsynchronization
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CryptoCopy target audience_
Our services are built for CEX and DEX traders. CryptoCopy integrates with over 20+ major 
exchanges, users of our technology solutions are clients of crypto exchanges 

Visit data from Similarweb for February 2024.
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7.8M9.4М12.1M12.3M12.6M15.4M
20M24.8M27.7М

72.3M



Tokenomics_
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Reserves 27%

Team 20%

Marketing 15%

Strategic 15%

Liquidity 7%

Seed 6%

Public 4%

Airdrop 3%

Advisors 3%

Seed
Price Tokens 0,09
Raise Money $2 700 000,00
FDV $45 000 000

Strategic
Price Tokens 0,2
Raise Money $15 000 000,00
FDV $100 000 000

Public
Price Tokens 0,25
Raise Money $5 000 000,00
FDV $125 000 000

Total
500 000 000



Road Map_
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20+
Top exchanges 

integrated

Q4 2024
CryptoCopy final 

release

50M +
Audience of the marketing 

campaign

04.2024
Beta version launch 

826
Number of copy routes 

by the end of the year

100 000 
Reaching a community 

of 100,000 people



Plans for 2025-2026_
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Integrating up to 50+ 

Exchanges
The project team will constantly 

work on connecting new exchanges

Creation of DEX 

technology solutions 
Copying between DEX exchanges 


and copying between DEX and CEX

Integration with Hybrid 

Exchanges

Creation of ICE Copy
A system that will combine strategies from all 

exchanges and brokerage companies in a single 

platform 

Terminals
Connection of additional trading terminals 


to the CryptoCopy platform besides MetaTrader

Trade statistics system
Creation of a public trade statistics system 


on exchanges to increase industry transparency


